October, 2014
The Elval Group showcases its portfolio of aluminium solutions at the
10th World Trade Fair & Conference- ALUMINIUM 2014-Düsseldorf
The Elval Group exhibited a broad spectrum of aluminium applications and technologies at the
ALUMINIUM 2014 Fair, which was held on October 7-9 2014, at Messe Düsseldorf in Germany.
The Elval Group, located in Hall 11, shared stand E30 with its subsidiaries and partners Etem,
Bridgnorth Aluminium, AFSEL and Elval Colour (Division) and presented its leading industrial
solutions in a focused and innovative way.
The key pillars of the Elval Group’s presence were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Reliable Solution Provider
Technology and Innovation
Quality Excellence /Rolling Perfection
Sustainability / Environment / Recycling / Safety

Around 25,000 international trade professionals visited the ALUMINIUM 2014 Fair, from the raw
material, semi-finished and finished products sector, surface treatment, producers of machinery,
plant and equipment for aluminium processing and manufacturing as well as consultants and
industry experts.
It is common ground that customers and partners, not only need high quality materials to meet
more stringent requirements, but also count on full reliability of supply with consistent quality for
high scale production. Recognizing this trend, the Elval Group presented in this three-day event, a
full range of solutions dedicated to each sector it serves: packaging, automotive, sea and land
transport, building and construction, lithographic, industrial and architectural.
The Elval Group highlights at the tradeshow included:


Automotive flat rolled and extrusion solutions - from structural components to Crash
Management Systems.










First-class R&D capabilities and competencies were addressed in cross functional TechnicalCommercial meetings addressing high-level customer requirements.
Transportation sector solutions, from marine applications to land transport vehicles, trucks,
trailers, road tankers and tippers.
High performance aluminium alloys and alloy combinations for demanding heat exchanger
and complex HVAC applications.
Industrial and engineering applications to best serve the rapid technological advancements
and aluminium solutions for renewable energy technologies, in response to energy saving
challenges.
Stylish decorative applications and cladding solutions for interior and exterior surfaces for
the building and construction sector. The “Etalbond” material in particular, which is a firstclass sandwich-type composite panel, was exhibited as a key construction element of the
stand, showcased as an impressive wall exterior, blending ideally with the rest of the
elaborate stand design.
High image quality lithographic applications, for the graphic arts industry, through
aluminium strips designed specifically to serve the requirements of surface-critical products.
Can recycling, illustrating the Group’s commitment to long-term sustainability and
contribution to the reduction of the environmental footprint of the packaging industry.

To achieve excellence in the above market segments, the Elval Group utilises a wide range of
sophisticated equipment and the manufacturing teams, work hand in hand, with R&D experts and
the commercial networks. From start to finished product, the Elval Group is meeting customer
demand for consistent rolling perfection, while conducting business with full awareness of its
environmental, safety and recycling policies.
The Elval Group is looking forward to attending the next ALUMINIUM Exhibition in 2016 and
meanwhile, it remains committed to working closely with customers and strategic partners
maintaining control over reliability and meeting the most complex project challenges.
About Elval
The Elval Group is the aluminium processing and trading sector of Viohalco. The Elval Group’s
extensive manufacturing base includes 12 production plants in Greece, Bulgaria and the United
Kingdom and manufactures numerous different aluminium products that meet the needs of the
food, shipbuilding, automotive, construction and printing industries. It exports to more than 80
countries and has trading subsidiaries in seven countries.

